
HAMLET

Answers

Act 2 Scene 1-2



Act 2 Scene 1

1. Polonius tells Reynaldo what he expects him to do on his mission abroad—Reynaldo is to 
gather information on what Laertes is up to in Paris by infiltrating the fringes of Laertes’s 
social scene and finding out, from young Danes and Parisians in his orbit.

2. Polonius is clearly uncomfortable with his son living abroad and unobserved. 

3. Polonius suggests that Reynaldo pretend to be a casual acquaintance of Laertes and try to 
gossip with his friends about Laertes’s problems with drinking, gambling, and women in 
order to gauge their responses to these assertions and discern whether Laertes really does 
have problems with these vices.

4. Hamlet entered unannounced and uninvited with his shirt unbuttoned and his stockings 
hanging around his ankles. Ophelia remarks that Hamlet looked “as if he had been loosed 
out of hell.”



Act 2 Scene 1

5. Ophelia goes on to state that Hamlet grabbed her by the wrist and stared at her for a long 
while before gently releasing her with a sigh and departing her room without dropping his 
eyes from her face. Ophelia says she fears Hamlet really is in love with her.

6. Polonius fears that being rejected by Ophelia has driven Hamlet mad.



Act 2 Scene 2

1. Two of Hamlet’s childhood friends.

2. the purpose of Rosencrantz and Guildenstern’s visit is to spend time with Hamlet, “draw him on to pleasures,” 
and report back to Claudius and Gertrude about whether there’s anything more sinister bothering Hamlet. 
Gertrude speaks up and promises to reward the two friends handsomely for helping her and Claudius. 

3. They are the ambassadors of Norway.

4. Voltemand reports that the king has put a stop to Fortinbras’s schemes. Fortinbras has sworn to keep the peace 
with Denmark, and as a reward for his loyalty, Fortinbras’s uncle has rewarded him with money—and the 
opportunity to use the soldiers he originally gathered against Denmark to invade Poland instead.

5. Polonius produces a letter given to him by his daughter. In the letter written by Hamlet, the young prince 
professes his intense love for Ophelia. Polonius admits that when he discovered the affair between Hamlet and 
Ophelia he grew worried, and ordered Ophelia to reject Hamlet’s advances



Act 2 Scene 2

6. He fears he himself has brought on Hamlet’s madness by urging Ophelia to deny him.

7. Polonius suggests “loos[ing]” Ophelia onto Hamlet during one of the prince’s long, pensive walks through the 
main hall of the castle—while Polonius and Claudius watch from behind a tapestry to see how the two interact. 
As Hamlet approaches, reading a book, Polonius hurries the king and queen from the hall, telling them he’ll talk 
with Hamlet alone.

8. Hamlet’s wordplay in this scene is meant to prove his intellectual superiority over Polonius, and remind the 
man that if he’s going to toy with Hamlet, things will not be easy for him. Hamlet also gets in a dig at Ophelia, 
again using the play on the words “sun” and “son” he used in the last act to suggest that if Polonius doesn’t 
keep a close eye on Ophelia, she might get too close to the “sun” (or the “son” of the king) and wind up 
pregnant.



Act 2 Scene 2

9. Hamlet acts happy to see Rosencrantz and Guildenstern at first—but as the scene progresses, it becomes clear 
that he wants to confuse, mislead, and toy with them just as he did to Polonius. 

10. Guildenstern.

11. Dramatically and sarcastically, he begins describing what the king and queen have no doubt told Rosencrantz 
and Guildenstern about him: that he has “lost all [his] mirth,” fallen into a depression, lost all interest in 
socializing, and become unable to see the gorgeous halls of Elsinore and even the majesty of the natural world 
beyond it as anything other than a “foul and pestilent congregation of vapors.” As Hamlet waxes poetic, he tells 
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern that, judging by the smiles on their faces, he’s hit the nail on the head.

12. Rosencrantz suggests that if Hamlet has lost the ability to enjoy the company of real people, he might be 
charmed and brightened by a troupe of actors. 



Act 2 Scene 2

13. It is due to the popularity as child actors.

14. He laments that while even an actor reciting a work of drama could rouse in himself such emotion and feeling, 
Hamlet himself can feel—and do—nothing in the face of his own father’s murder. Hamlet calls himself names, 
curses himself, and berates his own cowardly inaction. He resents himself for being unable to stir up the anger 
and vengefulness he would need to man up and murder Claudius.

15. He decides that perhaps, if the actors “play something like the murder of [his] father before [his] uncle,” he’ll 
be able to judge, by Claudius’s reaction to the material, whether the man is really guilty of murder.



Act 1 Scene 2

1. King Claudius.

2. Claudius’ new wife Gertrude, Hamlet’s mother and the queen; Hamlet himself; Claudius’s 
councilor Polonius; Polonius’s children Laertes and Ophelia; and several members of court. 

3. Claudius delivers a long monologue in which he laments the death of his brother, King 
Hamlet—but states that it is high time to move on and start focusing on the future.

4. Getrude, Hamlets mother, the wife of the former king.

5. There’s something almost too perfect about his ease holding court, engaging in diplomatic 
matters, and serving as husband to his brother’s former wife.

6. Claudius announces that he has written to the new King of Norway—Fortinbras’s uncle, an 
“impotent and bedrid” man who has no idea of what his nephew is planning—to make sure 
that Fortinbras is put to a stop. At this point it is unknown what the new King’s name is. 



Act 1 Scene 2

7. Claudius wants to publicly demonstrate how well-prepared he is to handle any foreign threats—again, 
because the health of the nation is tied to the health of the king, Claudius wants to show that 
compared to “impotent” foreign leaders, he’s capable, decisive, and strong in body and mind. 

8. He is asking for permission to go back to France.

10. He is the chief counsellor to Claudius and father Laertes and Ophelia.

11. A) “too much in the sun” is a play on words which  demonstrates how unhappy he is about Claudius’s 
marriage to his mother.  B) “It is common” is another play on words which implies his mother’s 
marriage to Claudius is beneath her. Hamlet is angry that his mother has stooped so low as to marry 
her husband’s brother, and furious at the idea of being called Claudius’s son. 

12. Claudius accuses Hamlet of mourning out of “impious stubbornness.” Such outward displays of grief, 
Claudius says, are “unmanly” and undignified. He also agrees with Gertrude who says that  death is 
normal, and to mourn it so is a kind of crime against nature.



Act 1 Scene 2

13. Claudius urges Hamlet to stay in Denmark as a high-ranking member of court rather than return to 
Wittenberg to resume his studies. Gertrude, too, begs Hamlet to stay. 

14. Hamlet has no interest in revelry or togetherness—he is completely isolated within his own grief. 
Hamlet has a depressive, ruminative personality to begin with—and things are only headed downhill as 
he is forced to confront and contemplate issues of mortality, evil, and vengeance. 

15. Hamlet is clearly in a state of agony over what to do. He knows he cannot submissively accept the 
current state of affairs, but isn’t sure how he can change the events that have recently taken place 
within his fractured family.

16. Horatio begins telling Hamlet about how a ghost which bears a striking resemblance to Hamlet’s father 
has appeared to Marcellus and Barnardo three nights in a row, and assures Hamlet that the men are 
correct in what they’ve seen. Hamlet is amazed by the news and asks to know more details about the 
ghost. The men tell him that the king was dressed in full armor—but had his visor up and looked very 
pale. 



Act 1 Scene 3

1. He warns her not to gamble her “honor” by falling in love with Hamlet—a broody man bound to the 
will of his country. Laertes’s anxiety about Ophelia losing sight of herself (and her honor) shows that he 
believes she is already head over heels for Hamlet, and establishes her sexual purity as a chief social 
concern

2. He gives his son some fatherly advice, warning the young man to make many new friends—but not to 
let anyone get too close without proving their trustworthiness—and also urging him to stay out of 
quarrels, to dress well, to never borrow nor lend money, and, “above all: to thine own self be true.” 

3. Ophelia says that Hamlet has “made many tenders of his affection” to her. Polonius scoffs at Hamlet’s 
“tenders,” and tells Ophelia that she would be a fool to believe Hamlet cares for her. Ophelia insists 
that Hamlet is true to her, but Polonius warns his daughter that Hamlet is too young—and has too 
much freedom—to be true. Polonius urges Ophelia not to waste any more of her time with the prince. 
Ophelia promises to obey her father. It can therefore be assumed that this is a one sided relationship.



Act 1 Scene 3

4. Ophelia is bound to the whims and orders of the men in her life. Her father and brother 
attempt to control her very feelings and sexuality, while she feels tugged in the other 
direction by Hamlet’s promises and affections. The fact that so many men are 
attempting to govern Ophelia means that, by necessity, she must stifle certain aspects 
of herself in order to meet their expectations—a stressful and dishonest way of living 
that will cause her to become increasingly unstable as the play moves forward. 


